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I.
Modeling Think about how the model will be printed and make sure the various schedules are created in page-sized units iii. Review a model on paper before delivering it to colleagues or clients iv. Format the model as you build it -don't wait until the very end to do all the formatting v. Use "Model Checks" and flags to indicate when there are problems within the model c. Formula Tips i. Don't build any large formulas directly on the financial statements -the statements should largely contain links to schedules (which are on the same sheet) ii. All formulas and calculations should be built on the various schedules iii. The formulas and calculations on schedules should be as short and simple as possible iv. To keep the formulas efficient, repeat and link all data from the assumptions onto the respective schedules v. Never build large formulas that include multiple cell references to different worksheets iii. Never use "Save As" to re-save a version that is running a different operating case -all cases should be captured using Scenarios in the same model  Save using "Password to Modify" -provides read-only access to avoid situations where another user inadvertently introduces an error into the model
